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Abstract. In this paper, spectral approximations for distributed optimal control prob-
lems governed by the Stokes equation are considered. And the constraint set on ve-
locity is stated with L2-norm. Optimality conditions of the continuous and discretized
systems are deduced with the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions and a Lagrange multi-
plier depending on the constraint. To solve the equivalent systems with high accuracy,
Galerkin spectral approximations are employed to discretize the constrained optimal
control systems. Meanwhile, we adopt a parameter λ in the pressure approximation
space, which also guarantees the inf-sup condition, and study a priori error estimates
for the velocity and pressure. Specially, an efficient algorithm based on the Uzawa
algorithm is proposed and its convergence results are investigated with rigorous anal-
yses. Numerical experiments are performed to confirm the theoretical results.
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1 Introduction

In recent years, there has been extensive research on theoretical and numerical results of
optimal control problems governed by partial differential equations, and most of them
are solved using finite element methods, see [1, 8, 15, 21, 23–25] and the references cited
therein. The authors in [20] employed finite element approximations to simulate the so-
lutions of the optimality system, and derived optimal error estimates. In [19], the authors
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designed an efficient alternating direction method of multipliers for solving the optimal
control problem problem by finite element methods. In [35], the authors derived optimal
orders of convergence of state and adjoint state variables with mixed finite element meth-
ods. A penalized Neumann boundary control approach for optimal Dirichlet boundary
control problems associated with steady-state Navier-Stokes equations was illustrated
in [22]. The authors in [16] established the existence and first-order optimality condition
of the optimal control with Navier-Stokes equations, and gave a convergence result on
the augmented Lagrangian method for non-smooth cost functional. The authors in [38]
employed finite element approximations to solve optimal control problems governed by
time fractional diffusion equations. Furthermore, fully discrete schemes for time frac-
tional optimal control problems were stated in [39].

Nowadays, both spectral methods and finite element methods are widely used for
solving these problems. Further more, the literature about this topic is too huge to sum-
marize. It is well-known that the spectral method provides a high accurate simulation
if the solution is smooth enough [6]. Spectral methods for control-constrained optimal
control problems were studied in [10, 11]. Mixed spectral methods were proposed to
solve the state-constrained optimal control problems in [36]. In engineering applica-
tions, optimal control systems have been used to describe the hydrodynamic models, and
many research has been devoted to discussing optimal control problems in fluid dynam-
ics. Stokes equations depict the motions of incompressible viscous fluid flow with low
Reynolds numbers [14, 28] and the references cited therein. While the a posteriori error
estimates were studied with the constraint on control [26], the a priori error estimates and
a posteriori error estimates were investigated with the constraint on state [29, 30]. Mean-
while, the a priori estimates and a posteriori error estimates of spectral approximations
were stated in [9,37]. For lots of computational fluid dynamics, one often focuses on how
to control the L2-norm of velocity. In this paper, we adopt stationary Stokes equations to
distributed optimal control problems and select the L2-norm constraint on the velocity.
To simplify the analysis and design of the system, we set the L2-norm of velocity is not
more than a given positive constant. Furthermore, we derive the equivalent optimality
conditions and a priori error estimates in details. We also employ the Uzawa algorithm
to design an efficient iterative algorithm. Meanwhile, we investigate the convergence of
the algorithm with rigorous analyses.

The outline of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the op-
timal control model and employ the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions to investigate the
first-order equivalent optimality conditions for the continuous systems. In Section 3,
we give the Galerkin spectral approximations for the corresponding equivalent weak
systems. In Section 4, we deduce the a priori error estimates for the spectral approxima-
tions with the help of two orthogonal projections and the Ladyzhenskaya-Babuška-Brezzi
(LBB, or the inf-sup)-condition. Section 5 is devoted to designing an efficient algorithm to
solve the coupled system. Meanwhile, the convergence of the given algorithm is proved.
In Section 6, some numerical experiments are listed to validate the theoretical results.
Finally, the conclusions are listed to summarize this paper.
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2 Optimal control problem

Throughout this paper, we adopt the standard notations of Sobolev spaces and the cor-
responding norms, semi-norms [2]. With Ω :=(−1,1)2⊂R2, we denote v a vector-valued
function, and set L2(Ω) = (L2(Ω))2 and Hm(Ω) = (Hm(Ω))2 are vector-valued Sobolev
spaces with norms ‖·‖L2(Ω)=‖·‖0,Ω and ‖·‖Hm(Ω)=‖·‖m,Ω, respectively. We use c and C
to denote different constants in different formulas. We use

U=(L2(Ω))2, V=(H1
0(Ω))2, W=

{
w∈L2(Ω) :

∫
Ω

w=0
}

,

to denote the control (i.e., body force) space, the state (i.e., velocity field) space and the
pressure space, respectively.

2.1 The model problem

Two-dimensional incompressible Stokes equations read
−ν∆u+∇p= f in Ω,
∇·u=0 in Ω,
u=0 on ∂Ω,

(2.1)

where ν>0 is the kinematic viscosity, u is velocity, p is pressure, the source term f is also
named as the control variable. For a given ud∈L2(Ω), we define an objective functional

J (u(f),f)=
1
2

∫
Ω
|u−ud|2+

α

2

∫
Ω
|f|2. (2.2)

Here, α is a regularization parameter, and for simplicity to describe the following analy-
ses, we set α=1. Note that J (u,f) in (2.3) leads to the built-in coercivity, i.e., there exists
a positive constant Θ such that

(DJ (u(f),f)−DJ (v(g),g),f−g)≥Θ‖f−g‖2
0,Ω, (2.3)

where DJ (u(f),f)·v denotes the Gâteaux derivative of J (u(f),f) following any direction
v. An interesting optimal control problem and its equivalent optimality conditions were
stated step by step. We are interested in the following state-constrained optimal control
problem

min
u∈K
J (u,f) (2.4)

subjected to (2.1), and the constraint K on the velocity is defined as

K=
{

v∈V : ‖v‖0,Ω≤γ, γ>0
}

. (2.5)
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To deduce a weak formulation of (2.4), we define

(x,v)=
∫

Ω
x·v, a(w,z)=ν(∇w,∇z), (2.6a)

b(z,q)=−(∇·z,q), ∀x,v∈U, ∀z,w∈V, ∀q∈W. (2.6b)

It is clear that the bi-linear form a(·,·) is continuous and elliptic in V. Additionally, it has
been discussed in [14] that, b(·,·) satisfies the LBB-condition: for ∀v∈V, there exists a
constant CΩ >0 such that

CΩ‖q‖0,Ω≤sup
z∈V

b(z,q)
|z|1,Ω

, ∀q∈W. (2.7)

In view of (2.6), the weak formulation of the optimal control problem (2.4) reads:

min
u∈K
J (u(f),f)

s.t.

{
a(u,w)+b(w,p)=(f,w), ∀w∈V,
b(u,q)=0, ∀q∈W.

(2.8)

The existence and uniqueness of the solution for (2.8) can be obtained by using standard
approaches as in [24].

2.2 Optimality condition

We employ the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions [13] to deduce the first-order optimality
conditions of (2.8). If f is the solution of (2.8), there exists a constant t, which is named as
Lagrange multiplier, such that

t≥0, tF(f)=0, (2.9a)
∂L (f,t)

∂f
·v=0, ∀v∈U, (2.9b)

where the Lagrange functional L (f,t) :U×R 7→R is defined as

L (f,t) :=J (u(f),f)+tF(f), F(f) :=‖u(f)‖0,Ω−γ. (2.10)

Here we give the first-order equivalent optimality conditions for the problem (2.8).

Theorem 2.1. The triplet (u,p,f)∈V×W×U is the solution of (2.8) if and only if there exists
a unique triplet (u∗,p∗,t)∈V×W×R satisfies

(a) a(u,w)+b(w,p)=(f,w), ∀w∈V,
(b) b(u,q)=0, ∀q∈W,

(c) a(u∗,w)+b(w,p∗)=
((

1+
t
γ

)
u−ud,w

)
, ∀w∈V,

(d) b(u∗,q)=0, ∀q∈W,
(e) t(u,w−u)≤0, ∀w∈K,
( f ) u∗+f=0.

(2.11)
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And the solution is unique. Furthermore,

t=

{
0, if ‖u‖0,Ω <γ,
c≥0, if ‖u‖0,Ω =γ.

(2.12)

Proof. Combining (2.6) with (2.1), we readily deduce that (2.11)-(a) and (2.11)-(b) hold.
Following (2.9a), one obtains that there exists a constant t satisfying

t(‖u‖0,Ω−γ)=0.

We study the properties of t with two cases. Firstly, if ‖u‖0,Ω <γ, there holds t= 0, i.e.,
(2.11)-(e) naturally holds. Secondly, if ‖u‖0,Ω =γ, for ∀w∈K, then

t(u,w−u)= t(u,w)−tγ2≤ tγ(‖w‖0,Ω−γ)≤0.

According to the above two cases, we declare that (2.11)-(e) and (2.12) hold. Furthermore,
we calculate the Gâteaux derivative of L (f,t) in any direction v as

∂L (f,t)
∂f

·v=(u−ud,Du(f)·v)+(f,Df(f)·v)+ t
γ
(u,Du(f)·v)

=
((

u−ud+
t
γ

u
)

,Du(f)·v
)
+(f,v), (2.13)

where Du(f)·v denotes the Gâteaux derivative of u(f) in the direction v. Now we are at
the point to investigate the properties of (u−ud+

t
γ u,Du(f)·v). By (2.11)-(a) and (2.11)-

(b), we readily get

a(Du(f)·v,w)+b(w,Dp(f)·v)=(v,w), (2.14a)
b(Du(f)·v,q)=0. (2.14b)

Taking v=u−ud+
t
γ u and w=Du(f)·v, there holds(

u−ud+
t
γ

u,Du(f)·v
)

=a(Du(f)·
(

u−ud+
t
γ

u
)

,Du(f)·v)+b
(

Du(f)·v,Dp(f)·
(

u−ud+
t
γ

u
))

.

Meanwhile, setting

w=Du(f)·
(

u−ud+
t
γ

u
)

,

there holds(
v,Du(f)·

(
u−ud+

t
γ

u
))

=a
(

Du(f)·v,Du(f)·
(

u−ud+
t
γ

u
))

+b
(

Du(f)·
(

u−ud+
t
γ

u
)

,Dp(f)·v
)

.
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With (2.13) and (2.6), direct calculations of the Gâteaux derivative show that, for any
v∈U, there holds

∂L (f,t)
∂f

·v=
(

Du(f)·
(

u−ud+
t
γ

u
)

,v
)
+(f,v)=(u∗+f,v),

where
u∗=Du(f)·

(
u−ud+

t
γ

u
)

. (2.15)

By (2.9b), one can also directly check the following identity

u∗+f=0,

which is consistent with (2.11)-(f). Taking

v=u−ud+
t
γ

u∈U

in (2.14), we have

a(u∗,w)+b(w,p∗)=
(

u−ud+
t
γ

u,w
)

, (2.16)

where

p∗=Dp(f)·
(

u−ud+
t
γ

u
)

, (2.17)

i.e., (2.11)-(c) holds. Employing (2.11)-(b), and setting

v=u−ud+
t
γ

u∈U,

one readily deduces that

b(u∗,q)=0,

where u∗ is defined as in (2.15), this proves (2.11)-(d).
Finally, we turn to prove the uniqueness of the solution of (2.11). Thereby we assume

that there exist two solutions (u1,p1,f1,u∗1 ,p∗1 ,t1) and (u2,p2,f2,u∗2 ,p∗2 ,t2). With (2.11)-(a)
and (2.11)-(c), we have

a(u1−u2,w)+b(w,p1−p2)=(f1−f2,w), (2.18a)

a(u∗1−u∗2 ,w)+b(w,p∗1−p∗2)=
1
γ
(t1u1−t2u2,w)+(u1−u2,w). (2.18b)
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In the light of setting w=u∗1−u∗2 and w=u1−u2 in (2.18a) and (2.18b), respectively, we
obtain

a(u1−u2,u∗1−u∗2)+b(u∗1−u∗2 ,p1−p2)=(f1−f2,u∗1−u∗2)=−‖f1−f2‖2
0,Ω,

a(u∗1−u∗2 ,u1−u2)+b(u1−u2,p∗1−p∗2)=
1
γ
(t1u1−t2u2,u1−u2)+‖u1−u2‖2

0,Ω,

where we used (2.11)-(f). Since p1−p2 ∈W, p∗1−p∗2 ∈W, combining (2.11)-(b), (2.11)-(d)
with t≥0, γ>0, one directly gets

1
γ
(t1u1−t2u2,u1−u2)+‖f1−f2‖2

0,Ω+‖u1−u2‖2
0,Ω =0. (2.19)

With the help of (2.11)-(e), we declare that

1
γ
(t1u1−t2u2,u1−u2)≥0. (2.20)

In view of (2.19) and (2.20), it is a direct conclusion that f1=f2 and u1=u2. Consequently,
with the help of (2.11)-(b), (2.11)-(f) and (2.18a), we obtain that u∗1 =u∗2 and p1 = p2, re-
spectively.

Similarly, combining the above equalities with (2.18b), for any w∈V, we get that

1
γ
((t1−t2)u1,w)=0.

One can readily declare that there holds

t1= t2 a.e. in Ω.

Hence, we complete the proof.

Remark 2.1. In the above proof, we used the fact that

t√∫
Ω |u|2

=
t
γ

.

Indeed, if ‖u‖0,Ω <γ, there holds t=0. Otherwise, ‖u‖0,Ω =γ is trivial.

Remark 2.2. By the above analyses, regularities of the solutions can be enhanced step by
step.
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3 Spectral-Galerkin approximation

In this section, we investigate the Galerkin spectral approximations for the model prob-
lems. Let PN be the space of polynomials p(x,y) whose degree in each direction is not
more than N. Then we set PN ={v∈PN : v|∂Ω =0}. We define

UN =(PN ,PN), VN =UN∩V, WN̄ =P[λN]∩W, (3.1)

where λ∈ (0,1) is an artificial parameter. VN denotes the approximation space for the
velocity u and its adjoint u∗, WN̄ for the pressure p and its adjoint p∗, and UN for the
control f.

We define

φi(x)=
Li(x)−Li+2(x)√

4i+6
,

where Li(x) denotes the orthogonal Legendre polynomial on [−1,1]. Then, we have

VN ={(φi(x)φj(y),φk(x)φl(y)), i, j,k,l=0,1,··· ,N−2}.

Then the Galerkin spectral approximations of the optimal control problem (2.8) is: find
(uN ,fN ,pN)∈VN×UN×WN̄ such that

min
uN∈K∩UN

J (uN ,fN){
a(uN ,vN)+b(vN ,pN)=(fN ,vN), ∀vN∈VN ,
b(uN ,qN)=0, ∀ qN∈WN̄ .

(3.2)

The existence and uniqueness of the solution for (3.2) can be obtained similar as that for
the continuous problem (2.8), using standard approaches as in [14, 17, 24].

We recall the following important result [5, pp. 399, Proposition 3.1]:

Lemma 3.1 ([5]). For any real number λ ∈ (0,1) and N ≥ 2/(1−λ), there exists a positive
constant β independent of N such that

sup
vN∈VN

(qN ,∇·vN)

‖vN‖1,Ω
≥β‖qN‖L2(Ω), ∀qN∈WN̄ . (3.3)

The constant β is the inf-sup constant (for more details of this constant, we refer the
readers to [5]).

Remark 3.1. As that in [5, Section 3], for any given λ∈ (0,1), the state equation in (3.2) is
well-posed with

W(λ)
N =

{
q∈P[λN] :

∫
Ω

q dx=0
}

,
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and β in (3.3) is independent of N but dependent on λ with β→0 as λ→1−.
Furthermore, if

WN̄ =P[λN]−1∩W,

inequality (3.3) is still valid and the constraint N ≥ 2/(1−λ) vanishes. More details,
kindly please refer to [5].

By using the same lines of arguments as in the proof of Theorem 2.1, we have the
following result for the optimality conditions of (3.2).

Theorem 3.1. The triplet (uN ,pN ,fN)∈VN×WN̄×UN is the solution of the problem (3.2) if
and only if there exists a unique triplet (u∗N ,p∗N ,tN)∈VN×WN̄×R such that

(a) a(uN ,wN)+b(wN ,pN)=(fN ,wN), ∀wN∈VN ,
(b) b(uN ,qN)=0, ∀qN∈WN̄ ,

(c) a(u∗N ,wN)+b(wN ,p∗N)=
((

1+
tN

γ

)
uN−ud,wN

)
, ∀wN∈VN ,

(d) b(u∗N ,qN)=0, ∀qN∈WN̄ ,
(e) tN(uN ,wN−uN)≤0, ∀wN∈K,
( f ) u∗N+fN =0.

(3.4)

And the constant tN satisfies

tN =

{
0, if ‖uN‖0,Ω <γ,
c≥0, if ‖uN‖0,Ω =γ.

(3.5)

4 A priori error estimate

In this section, we derive a priori error estimates for the Galerkin spectral approximation.
We recall two projection operators. For v∈ L2(Ω), we define the L2-projection operator
PN : L2(Ω) 7→PN by

(PNv−v,wN)=0, ∀wN∈PN . (4.1)

Similarly, for ∀v∈H1
0(Ω), we define P0

1,N : H1
0(Ω) 7→PN by

a(P0
1,Nv−v,wN)=0, ∀wN∈PN . (4.2)

With the tensor product, these projections can be expanded to vector space UN and VN
on each direction, respectively.

Lemma 4.1 ([6]). For all v∈Hm(Ω) (m≥1), there holds

‖v−PNv‖l,Ω≤ cNσ(l)−m‖v‖m,Ω, 0≤ l≤m, (4.3)
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where

σ(l)=


2l− 1

2
, if l≥1,

3
2

l, if 0≤ l≤1.

For all v∈H1
0(Ω)∩Hm(Ω) (m≥1), there holds

‖v−P0
1,Nv‖l,Ω≤ cNl−m‖v‖m,Ω, l=0,1. (4.4)

With a litter abuse of notation, the same symbols are used to denote the corresponding
operators on vector and scalar spaces.

One directly proves that there exists a positive constant C such that [29]

‖fN‖0,Ω+‖uN‖1,Ω+‖pN‖0,Ω+‖u∗N‖1,Ω+‖p∗N‖0,Ω+|tN |≤C. (4.5)

We assume the solutions of the optimality conditions satisfy u,u∗ ∈Hm(Ω), and p,p∗ ∈
Hm−1(Ω) (m≥ 1). And in order to investigate a priori error estimates, we introduce an
auxiliary system

a(uN(f),vN)+b(vN ,pN(f))=(f,vN), ∀vN∈VN ,
b(uN(f),wN)=0, ∀wN∈WN̄ ,

a(u∗N(f),vN)+b(vN ,p∗N(f))=
((

1+
t
γ

)
uN(f)−ud,vN

)
∀vN∈VN ,

b(u∗N(f),wN)=0, ∀wN∈WN̄ .

(4.6)

Lemma 4.2. Let (uN(f),pN(f),u∗N(f),p
∗
N(f),t,f) and (uN ,pN ,u∗N ,p∗N ,tN ,fN) be the solutions

of (4.6) and (3.4), respectively. Then there holds

‖uN(f)−uN‖1,Ω+‖pN(f)−pN‖0,Ω≤C{(1+N−1)‖f−PNf‖0,Ω+2‖PNf−fN‖0,Ω}. (4.7)

Proof. Subtracting (3.4) from (4.6), we obtain

a(uN(f)−uN ,vN)+b(vN ,pN(f)−pN)=(f−fN ,vN), ∀vN∈VN ,
b(uN(f)−uN ,wN)=0, ∀wN∈WN̄ ,
a(u∗N(f)−u∗N ,vN)+b(vN ,p∗N(f)−p∗N)

=
((

1+
t
γ

)
uN(f)−

(
1+

tN

γ

)
uN ,vN

)
, ∀vN∈VN ,

b(u∗N(f)−u∗N ,wN)=0, ∀wN∈WN̄ .

(4.8)

By the projection PN in (4.1), one calculates that

|(f−fN ,vN)|=|(f−PNf,vN)+(PNf−fN ,vN)|
≤C{‖PNf−fN‖0,Ω‖vN‖0,Ω+N−1‖f−PNf‖0,Ω‖vN‖1,Ω}.
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On the other hand, in the light of (3.4) and (4.8), we have

|uN−uN(f)|21,Ω≤C{‖PNf−fN‖0,Ω‖uN−uN(f)‖0,Ω

+N−1‖f−PNf‖0,Ω‖uN−uN(f)‖1,Ω},

i.e.,
‖uN−uN(f)‖1,Ω≤C{‖PNf−fN‖0,Ω+N−1‖f−PNf‖0,Ω}.

Based on the inf-sup condition (3.3), for qN = pN−pN(f), there holds

β‖pN−pN(f)‖L2(Ω)≤ sup
vN∈VN

(pN−pN(f),∇·vN)

‖vN‖1,Ω

= sup
vN∈VN

(f−fN ,vN)−a(uN−uN(f),vN)

‖vN‖1,Ω
.

Setting vN =uN−uN(f)∈VN , there holds

C‖pN−pN(f)‖0,Ω≤‖f−fN‖0,Ω+‖uN−uN(f)‖1,Ω,

where we used that for ∀v∈V, there holds ‖∇v‖0,Ω = ‖∇×v‖0,Ω+‖∇·v‖0,Ω. Here the
constant C depends on Ω and β. This completes the proof of (4.7).

Lemma 4.3. Let (uN ,pN ,u∗N ,p∗N ,tN ,fN) and (uN(f),pN(f),u∗N(f),p
∗
N(f),t,f) be the solutions

of (3.4)) and (4.6)), respectively. Then there holds

‖u∗N−u∗N(f)‖1,Ω+‖p∗N−p∗N(f)‖0,Ω≤C{|t−tN |+‖u−uN‖0,Ω}, (4.9)

where C depends on Ω and γ.

Proof. By setting qN = p∗N−p∗N(f) in (3.3), and subtracting the third equality of (4.6) from
that of (3.4), we have

β‖p∗N−p∗N(f)‖L2(Ω)≤ sup
vN∈VN

(p∗N−p∗N(f),∇·vN)

‖vN‖1,Ω

= sup
vN∈VN

((1+ t
γ )u−(1+

tN
γ )uN ,vN)−a(u∗N−u∗N(f),vN)

‖vN‖1,Ω

= sup
vN∈VN

( 1
γ (t−tN)u+tN(u−uN),vN)−a(u∗N−u∗N(f),vN)

‖vN‖1,Ω
.

Similarly, choosing vN =u∗N−u∗N(f)∈VN , one directly calculates that

C‖p∗N−p∗N(f)‖0,Ω≤|t−tN |+‖u−uN‖0,Ω+‖u∗N−u∗N(f)‖1,Ω.

Meanwhile, by (4.8), one readily obtains

|u∗N−u∗N(f)|1,Ω≤ c{|t−tN |+‖u−uN‖0,Ω}.

With the above analyses, the desired (4.9) holds.
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Lemma 4.4. Let (uN ,pN ,u∗N ,p∗N ,tN ,fN) and (uN(f),pN(f),u∗N(f),p
∗
N(f),t,f) be the solutions

of (3.4) and (4.6), respectively. Then there holds

‖f−fN‖0,Ω≤C{‖u∗−u∗N(f)‖0,Ω+|t−tN |}, (4.10a)
|t−tN |≤C{‖u∗−u∗N(f)‖1,Ω+‖u−uN(f)‖0,Ω+‖p∗−p∗N(f)‖0,Ω}. (4.10b)

Proof. With the Gâteaux derivative of J (uN(f),f) following f−fN , we obtain that

DJ (uN(f),f)·(f−fN)=(uN(f)−ud,DuN(f)·(f−fN))+(f,f−fN)

=
((

1+
t
γ

)
uN(f)−ud,DuN(f)·(f−fN)

)
+(f,f−fN)−

( t
γ

uN(f),DuN(f)·(f−fN)
)

=(u∗N(f)+f,f−fN)−
( t

γ
uN(f),uN(f)−uN

)
,

DJ (uN(fN),fN)·(f−fN)=(u∗N+fN ,f−fN)−
( tN

γ
uN ,uN(f)−uN

)
.

Then by (2.3) and (4.5), there holds

c‖f−fN‖2
0,Ω≤|DJ (uN(fN),fN)·(f−fN)−DJ (uN(f),f)·(f−fN)|

=
∣∣∣(u∗N+fN ,f−fN))−

( tN

γ
uN ,uN(f)−uN

)
−(u∗N(f)+f,f−fN))

+
( t

γ
uN(f),uN(f)−uN

)∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣(u∗N(f)−u∗,f−fN)+

( 1
γ
(uN(tN−t),uN(f)−uN)

)
− t

γ
(uN−uN(f),uN−uN(f))

∣∣∣
≤
∣∣∣(u∗N(f)−u∗,f−fN)+

( 1
γ
(uN(tN−t),uN(f)−uN)

)∣∣∣
≤C
( 1

ε1

)
‖f−fN‖2

0,Ω+C(ε1)‖u∗−u∗N(f)‖0,Ω

+C
( 1

ε2

)
‖f−fN‖2

0,Ω+C(ε2)|t−tN |, (4.11)

where
t
γ
(uN−uN(f),uN−uN(f))≥0

and ε1, ε2 are some positive constants.
Selecting ςN∈C∞

0 (Ω), such that ςNuN(f)∈VN and

‖√ςNuN(f)‖0,Ω≥
γ

2
,
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then with (4.5), we have

γ2

4
|t−tN |≤ |(t−tN)(uN(f),ςNuN(f))|

=|a(u∗−u∗N(f),ςNuN(f))+b(ςNuN(f),p∗−p∗N(f))−(tu−tNuN(f),ςNuN(f))|
≤C{‖u∗−u∗N(f)‖1,Ω‖ςNuN(f)‖1,Ω+‖p∗−p∗N(f)‖0,Ω‖ςNuN(f)‖1,Ω

+‖u−uN(f)‖0,Ω‖ςNuN(f)‖0,Ω}. (4.12)

Combining the above estimates, one readily completes the proof of (4.10).

Lemma 4.5. Let (uN ,pN ,u∗N ,p∗N ,tN ,fN) and (uN(f),pN(f),u∗N(f),p
∗
N(f),t,f) be the solutions

of (3.4) and (4.6), respectively. Then there holds

‖PNf−fN‖0,Ω≤C{‖u∗N(f)−u∗‖0,Ω+‖u∗N(f)−u∗N‖0,Ω+‖uN(f)−u‖0,Ω

+‖u−uN‖0,Ω+|t−tN |}. (4.13)

Proof. Based on the optimality conditions of (3.2) and the auxiliary system, one directly
gets that

(tu−tNuN ,uN(f)−u)−(tu−tNuN ,uN(f)−uN)

=t(u,uN−u)+tN(uN ,u−uN)≤0,

i.e.,
(tu−tNuN ,uN(f)−u)≤ (tu−tNuN ,uN(f)−uN).

Then we have

(PNf−fN ,PNf−fN)=(PNf−fN ,f−fN)

≤(PNf−fN ,u∗N(f)−u∗)−(u−uN ,uN(f)−uN)−(PNf−f,u∗N(f)−u∗N)
−(tu−tNuN ,uN(f)−uN).

And hence, there holds

(PNf−fN ,PNf−fN)

≤(PNf−fN ,PNf−fN)+(uN(f)−uN ,uN(f)−uN)

≤(PNf−fN ,u∗N(f)−u∗)−(uN(f)−u,uN(f)−uN)

−(PNf−f,u∗N(f)−u∗N)−(tu−tNuN ,uN(f)−uN)

=(PNf−fN ,u∗N(f)−u∗)−(PNf−f,u∗N(f)−u∗N)
+(uN(f)−uN ,uN(f)−u)−(tu−tNuN ,uN(f)−u)
+(uN(f)−u,uN(f)−u)+(u−uN ,uN(f)−u)−(tu−tNuN ,uN(f)−u). (4.14)

One readily obtains that

c‖PNf−fN‖0,Ω

≤‖u∗N(f)−u∗‖0,Ω+‖u∗N(f)−u∗N‖0,Ω+‖uN(f)−u‖0,Ω+‖u−uN‖0,Ω+|t−tN |.

This is desired error estimates listed in (4.13).
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Now, we combine the above analyses to list our main result and the sketch of the
proof.

Theorem 4.1. Assume that the solutions of the optimality conditions have the follow-
ing regularity properties: u,u∗ ∈ Hm(Ω) and p,p∗ ∈ Hm−1(Ω). Let (u,p,u∗,p∗,t,f) and
(uN ,pN ,u∗N ,p∗N ,tN ,fN) be the solutions of (2.11) and (3.4), respectively. Then there holds the
following a priori error estimate

‖f−fN‖0,Ω+‖u−uN‖1,Ω+‖u∗−u∗N‖1,Ω+‖p−pN‖0,Ω+‖p∗−p∗N‖0,Ω+|t−tN |
≤cN1−m{‖f‖m−2,Ω+‖u‖m,Ω+‖p‖m−1,Ω+‖u∗‖m,Ω+‖p∗‖m−1,Ω}. (4.15)

Proof. By standard techniques for the Stokes equations [6], we readily obtain

‖u−uN(f)‖1,Ω+‖u∗−u∗N(f)‖1,Ω≤CN1−m{‖u‖m,Ω+‖p‖m−1,Ω},
‖p−pN(f)‖0,Ω+‖p∗−p∗N(f)‖0,Ω≤CN1−m{‖u∗‖m,Ω+‖p∗‖m−1,Ω}.

Combining these estimates in (4.7), (4.9), (4.10), (4.13) with (4.4) and (4.5), one directly
deduces that (4.15) holds.

5 Numerical algorithm and convergence analyses

The classical Uzawa iteration scheme is an efficient algorithm for solving saddle-point
problems (see [3,7,31,34]). Also it is well known for solving Stokes equations (see [18,27]).
In this section, the Uzawa algorithm and projection scheme are employed to calculate the
numerical solutions. We list the corresponding numerical algorithm for (3.4) in Algoritm
5.1 and study the convergence in detail.

Algorithm 5.1.

Step 1 Set stop criteria Ep, Eps, Ef Et, and iteration parameters ρ1, ρ2, ρ3, ρ4. Select λ∈
(0,1). Let s :=0 and initialize p̂0

N , ( p̂∗N)
0, f̂0

N , t0
N . Iterate over Step 2 to Step 6.

Step 2 Set m :=0, n :=0, fs,n
N = f̂s

N .

Step 3 Set ps,n,m
N = p̂n

N and calculate

a(us,n,m
N ,wN)=−b(wN ,ps,n,m

N )+(fs,n
N ,wN), ∀wN∈VN ,

ps,n,m+1
N = ps,n,m

N −ρ1∇·us,n,m
N .

If error of pN satisfies Ep, stop. Else p̂n
N = ps,n,m+1

N , m :=m+1, and return to Step 3.
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Step 4 With us,n,m
N from Step 3 and (p∗N)

s,n,m =( p̂∗N)
n. Employ ts

N to calculate

a((u∗N)
s,n,m,wN)=−b(wN ,(p∗N)

s,n,m)+
((

1+
ts

N
γ

)
us,n,m

N −ud,wN

)
, ∀wN∈VN ,

(p∗N)
s,n,m+1=(p∗N)

s,n,m−ρ2∇·(u∗)s,n,m
N .

If error of p∗N satisfies Eps, stop. Else ( p̂∗N)
n=(p∗N)

s,n,m+1, m :=m+1, return to Step
4.

Step 5 Set

fs,n+1
N = fs,n

N −ρ3((u∗N)
s,n,m+fs,n

N ).

If error of fN satisfies Ef, stop. Else n :=n+1, and return to Step 3.

Step 6 Calculate

ts+1
N =max{0,ts

N+ρ4(‖us,n,m
N ‖0,Ω−γ)}.

If the error of tN satisfies Et, stop. Else f̂s+1
N = fs,n+1

N . Then set s := s+1 and return
to Step 2.

Hereafter, we give rigorous convergence analyses of the algorithm presented in Algo-
rithm 5.1. For all v∈H1

0(Ω), we recall the Poincaré inequality (see [2, 36])

‖v‖0,Ω≤
2√
π
|v|1,Ω. (5.1)

As we known that one of the key points for solving the Stokes equations (2.1) is to decou-
ple pressure p from velocity u. To investigate the convergence, we introduce the inverse
elliptic operator L (more properties please refer to [28, 32]) satisfies

−∆Y =U ⇐⇒ Y =LU .

Theorem 5.1. Setting

ρ1=ν, ρ2=ν, 0<ρ3<1, 0<ρ4<2Θ, 0<λ<1,

in the above algorithm, we deduce that if the iterations m→+∞, there holds

‖um
N−uN‖1,Ω+‖pm

N−pN‖0,Ω+‖fm
N−fN‖0,Ω+‖(u∗N)m−u∗N‖1,Ω

+‖(p∗N)
m−p∗N‖0,Ω+|tm

N−tN |→0. (5.2)
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Proof. For the sake of convenience, we simplify the indexes within the above algorithm.
In view of (2.1), there hold

um+1
N −uN =

L(fm
N−fN−∇(pm

N−pN))

ν
, (5.3a)

pm+1
N −pN =

(
I−−ρ1∇·L∇

ν

)
(pm

N−pN)+
−ρ1∇·L

ν
(fm

N−fN), (5.3b)

where I denotes the identical operator. A particularly effective choice is ρ1 =ν (see [32]).
Since L is self-adjoint and I−(−∇·L∇) is a strict contraction in W (for more details,
please refer to [28]), it is a direct conclusion from the LBB-condition that there holds

‖I−(−∇·L∇)‖L (W)≤1−β2, (5.4)

where β is defined in (3.3).
In the light of (5.1), (5.3) and (5.4), we have

‖pm
N−pN‖0,Ω≤ (1−β2)‖pm−1

N −pN‖0,Ω+
2√
π
‖fm−1

N −fN‖0,Ω. (5.5)

Meanwhile

ν|um
N−uN |21,Ω = a(um

N−uN ,um
N−uN)

=(um
N−uN ,−∇(pm−1

N −pN)+fm−1
N −fN)

≤
(
‖pm−1

N −pN‖0,Ω+
2√
π
‖fm−1

N −fN‖0,Ω

)
|um

N−uN |1,Ω,

i.e.,

‖um
N−uN‖1,Ω≤

√
4+π

π
|um

N−uN |1,Ω

≤1
ν

√
4+π

π

(
‖pm−1

N −pN‖0,Ω+
2√
π
‖fm−1

N −fN‖0,Ω

)
. (5.6)

Similarly, with the co-state equations and ρ2=ν, there hold

(u∗N)
m+1−u∗N =

L((1+ tm
N
γ )um

N−(1+
tN
γ )uN−∇((p∗N)

m−p∗N))

ν
,

(p∗N)
m+1−p∗N =(I−(−∇·L∇))((p∗N)

m−p∗N)−∇·L
((

1+
tm

N
γ

)
um

N−
(

1+
tN

γ

)
uN

)
.

One readily knows that

‖(p∗N)
m−p∗N‖0,Ω≤ (1−c2

N)‖(p∗N)
m−1−p∗N‖0,Ω+

2√
π

∥∥∥(1+
tm

N
γ

)
um

N−
(

1+
tN

γ

)
uN

∥∥∥
0,Ω

≤(1−β2)‖(p∗N)
m−1−p∗N‖0,Ω+

2√
π
‖um

N−uN‖0,Ω+
2C

γ
√

π
(‖tm

N−tN‖0,Ω+‖um
N−uN‖0,Ω)

=(1−β2)‖(p∗N)
m−1−p∗N‖0,Ω+

2√
π

(
1+

C
γ

)
‖um

N−uN‖0,Ω+
2C

γ
√

π
‖tm

N−tN‖0,Ω. (5.7)
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It is clear that

ν|(u∗N)m−u∗N |21,Ω = a((u∗N)
m−u∗N ,(u∗N)

m−u∗N)

=
(
(u∗N)

m−u∗N ,−∇((p∗N)
m−1−p∗N)+

(
1+

tm
N
γ

)
um

N−
(

1+
tN

γ

)
uN

)
=(∇·((u∗N)m−u∗N),(p∗N)

m−1−p∗N)+
(
(u∗N)

m−u∗N ,
(

1+
tm

N
γ

)
um

N−
(

1+
tN

γ

)
uN

)
≤
(
‖(p∗N)

m−1−p∗N‖0,Ω+
2√
π

∥∥∥(1+
tm

N
γ

)
um

N−
(

1+
tN

γ

)
uN

∥∥∥
0,Ω

)
(u∗N)

m−u∗N |1,Ω,

i.e.,

ν‖(u∗N)m−u∗N‖1,Ω

≤
√

4+π

π

(
‖(p∗N)

m−1−p∗N‖0,Ω+
2√
π

∥∥∥(1+
tm

N
γ

)
um

N−
(

1+
tN

γ

)
uN

∥∥∥
0,Ω

)
≤
√

4+π

π

(
‖(p∗N)

m−1−p∗N‖0,Ω+
2√
π

(
1+

C
γ

)
‖um

N−uN‖0,Ω+
2C

γ
√

π
‖tm

N−tN‖0,Ω

)
. (5.8)

We are at the point to investigate the convergence of fm
N .

‖fm
N−fN‖0,Ω =‖fm−1

N −fN−ρ3((u∗N)
m−1−u∗N+fm−1

N −fN)‖0,Ω

≤(1−ρ3)‖fm−1
N −fN‖0,Ω+ρ3‖(u∗N)m−1−u∗N‖0,Ω. (5.9)

Next, we turn to analyze the convergence of tm
N . The function F(·) in (2.10) is Lipschitz,

i.e., for ∀v,w∈V, there exists a constant C0, such that

‖F(v)−F(w)‖0,Ω≤C0‖v−w‖0,Ω. (5.10)

And the Lipschitz constant of F(u) is C0=
√
|Ω|, since

‖F(v)−F(w)‖2
0,Ω

|Ω| =(‖v‖0,Ω−‖w‖0,Ω)
2

≤
(
‖v‖2

0,Ω+‖w‖2
0,Ω−2

∫
Ω

v·w
)
=‖v−w‖2

0,Ω.

Note that the pair (u,t) is the optimal solution of the continuous systems, then as in [33],
for ∀v∈V, there holds

J (u,f)+
1
|Ω| (t,F(u))≤J (v,f)+

1
|Ω| (t,F(v)). (5.11)

By the constraint ‖u‖0,Ω≤γ, we declare that (5.11) is equivalent to

(J ′(u,f),v−u)+
1
|Ω| (t,F(v)−F(u))≥0.
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Similarly, for the pairs (uN ,tN) and (um
N ,tm

N), there hold

(J ′(uN ,fN),v−uN)+
1
|Ω| (tN ,F(v)−F(uN))≥0, (5.12a)

(J ′(um
N ,fm

N),v−um
N)+

1
|Ω| (t

m
N ,F(v)−F(um

N))≥0. (5.12b)

Taking v=um
N (resp. v=uN) in (5.12a) (resp. (5.12b)), we have

(J ′(um
N)−J ′(uN),um

N−uN)+
1
|Ω| (t

m
N−tN ,F(um

N)−F(uN))≤0. (5.13)

With the iterative scheme, we obtain

|tm+1
N −tN |≤ |tm

N−tN+ρ4(F(um
N)−F(uN))|, (5.14a)

‖tm+1
N −tN‖2

0,Ω≤‖tm
N−tN+ρ4(F(um

N)−F(uN))‖2
0,Ω

=‖tm
N−tN‖2

0,Ω+ρ2
4‖F(um

N)−F(uN)‖2
0,Ω+2ρ4(tm

N−tN ,F(um
N)−F(uN))

≤‖tm
N−tN‖2

0,Ω+|Ω|ρ2
4‖um

N−uN‖2
0,Ω−2|Ω|2ρ4(J ′(um

N)−J ′(uN),um
N−uN)

≤‖tm
N−tN‖2

0,Ω+|Ω|ρ2
4‖um

N−uN‖2
0,Ω−2|Ω|2Θρ4‖um

N−uN‖2
0,Ω

=‖tm
N−tN‖2

0,Ω+|Ω|ρ4(ρ4−2|Ω|Θ)‖um
N−uN‖2

0,Ω. (5.14b)

Hence, if ρ4 satisfies

0<ρ4<2Θ, (5.15)

then we readily get that {‖tm+1
N −tN‖0,Ω} is strictly monotonically decreasing with a

lower bound (i.e., zero). And there holds

‖tm+1
N −tN‖0,Ω−‖tm

N−tN‖0,Ω→0, m→+∞.

Since {tm
N} is bounded, there exists a subsequence {tm̃

N} such that

tm̃
N→ t̃N .

The corresponding pair (um̃
N ,tm̃

N), which lies within the subsequence, satisfies (3.4). In
view of um̃

N→uN , the uniqueness and the above analyses could be repeated for any sub-
sequence of {tm

N}, then there holds tm
N→ tN [12]. Then

‖um
N−uN‖0,Ω→0, m→+∞.

Following (5.5)-(5.9), we deduce that if m→+∞, there hold

‖(p∗N)
m−p∗N‖0,Ω→0, ‖(u∗N)m−u∗N‖1,Ω→0, ‖fm

N−fN‖0,Ω→0, ‖pm
N−pN‖0,Ω→0.

Combining with the above results, we complete the proof of (5.2).
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6 Numerical experiments

In this section, for simplicity, we set λ=0.5. Let Ω=(−1,1)2 and γ=1 within K. And we
focus on the model problem as follows

J (u,f)=min
{1

2

∫
Ω
|u−ud|2dx+

1
2

∫
Ω
|f|2dx

}
(6.1)

subjected to 
−ν∆u+∇p=s+f in Ω,
∇·u=0 in Ω,
u|∂Ω =0,
‖u‖0,Ω≤1,

(6.2)

where

ν=0.1, s=−0.1∆u+∇p−f, ud =0.1∆u∗−∇p∗+
(

1+
t
γ

)
u.

Example 6.1. In this example, we choose exact solutions of (6.1)-(6.2) as

u1=
125
8C0 (x2

1−1)2x2(x2
2−1), u2=−

125
8C0 x1(x2

1−1)(x2
2−1)2, p=sin(πx1)sin(πx2),

f1=−
4C0

5
u1, f2=−

4C0

5
u2, u∗1 =

4C0

5
u1,

u∗2 =
4C0

5
u2, p∗=−4

5
p, t=C0−1,

where
C0∼=7.77615,

such that ‖u‖0,Ω =γ (γ=1). The numerical results are listed in the following table.

Table 1: Numerical results with ρi =0.1 (i=1,2,3,4).

N 6 8 12 16 24
‖f−fN‖0,Ω 2.98715e-2 5.74329e-5 1.42235e-06 1.41023e-09 1.40593e-11
‖u−uN‖1,Ω 8.56804e-3 1.16318e-4 1.11867e-06 1.08505e-09 1.07804e-11
‖u∗−u∗N‖1,Ω 2.99237e-2 5.71137e-5 1.28763e-06 1.27432e-09 1.26963e-11
‖p−pN‖0,Ω 3.05019e-1 7.33715e-4 2.65861e-07 1.63371e-10 1.20453e-12
‖p∗−p∗N‖0,Ω 2.75959e-1 5.74238e-4 2.32673e-07 5.98925e-10 2.93066e-12
|t−tN | 9.97109e-3 9.97505e-5 9.97362e-07 9.96703e-09 9.95959e-11
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Example 6.2. In this example, we choose trigonometric functions to design the exact so-
lutions of the optimal control system (6.1)-(6.2). The exact solutions read

u1=cos2
(π

2
x1

)
sin(πx2), u2=−sin(πx1)cos2

(π

2
x2

)
, p=sin(πx1)sin(πx2),

f1=−u1, f2=−u2, u∗1 =u1,
u∗2 =u2, p∗=−p, t=0.22474,

where ‖u‖0,Ω =1.22474. And numerical results are listed in the following table.

Table 2: Numerical results with ρ1 =ρ2 =0.1 and ρ3 =ρ4 =0.2.

N 8 10 12 16 24 32
‖f−fN‖0,Ω 3.07453e-2 2.92233e-3 3.02496e-6 5.84244e-9 5.84663e-11 5.99651e-14
‖u−uN‖1,Ω 2.62449e-2 2.46419e-3 2.54729e-6 4.68015e-9 4.68304e-11 4.88767e-14
‖u∗−u∗N‖1,Ω 1.66547e-2 1.71949e-3 1.79395e-6 3.30015e-9 3.29811e-11 3.35228e-14
‖p−pN‖0,Ω 2.58952e-3 2.30353e-4 2.35886e-7 4.32163e-10 4.19505e-12 4.82955e-15
‖p∗−p∗N‖0,Ω 3.51652e-3 2.32745e-4 2.15382e-7 3.50804e-10 2.93379e-12 3.21185e-15
|t−tN | 4.69989e-2 4.75637e-3 4.95443e-6 9.58506e-9 9.58975e-11 9.97813e-14
‖u‖0,Ω−γ 2.61056e-2 2.45895e-3 2.54333e-6 4.67534e-9 4.67977e-11 4.90719e-14

Here we set an additional s in the right hand side term to simplify the true solution.
Above two tables show the error results of spectral approximations for state, adjoint-
state, control and Lagrangian multiplier variables. We can see that the numerical approx-
imations approach the true solutions as the approximation degrees grow, and the errors
decrease rapidly with the given smooth right hand side terms, which are composed of
either polynomials or trigonometric functions. Also, the numerical tests show that the
high accuracy of spectral methods for this constrained optimal control problem. And
during the ongoing work, we are focusing on how to accelerate the iterations and reduce
the computational costs.

7 Conclusions

In this paper, we study the convergence analyses and a priori error estimates of Legendre-
Galerkin spectral method for the constrained optimal control problems governed by
Stokes equations. The key difference between our work and the topic in [9] is the con-
straint set, which includes the constraint type and the constrained variables. And with
several real parameters λ, we choose appropriate pairs of discretization spaces for the
velocity and pressure to satisfy the LBB-condition. With the help of the first-order equiv-
alent optimal conditions, we depict that the numerical approximations arrive at optimal
order in H1- and L2- norms in the a priori error estimates. Specially, β in (3.3) is inde-
pendent of N for N̄ = λN and N ≥ 2/(1−λ). Another highlight is that our proposed
algorithm, which combining with the Uzawa algorithm and a projection scheme, gives
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an effective numerical formula for the saddle-point system of convex programming prob-
lems. With rigourous analyses, we give the convergence of our proposed algorithm. The
same techniques can be used to study error estimates and convergence analyses for other
constraint optimal control cases.
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